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Evaluation of DNA yield 
from various tissue and sampling 
sources for use in single nucleotide 
polymorphism panels
David L. Pearce 1,4, Jessie E. Edson 1, Chris S. Jennelle 2,5 & W. David Walter 3*

Genetics studies are used by wildlife managers and researchers to gain inference into a population of 
a species of interest. To gain these insights, microsatellites have been the primary method; however, 
there currently is a shift from microsatellites to single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). With the 
different DNA requirements between microsatellites and SNPs, an investigation into which samples 
can provide adequate DNA yield is warranted. Using samples that were collected from previous 
genetic projects from regions in the USA from 2014 to 2021, we investigated the DNA yield of eight 
sample categories to gain insights into which provided adequate DNA to be used in ddRADseq or 
already developed high- or medium-density SNP panels. We found seven sample categories that 
met the DNA requirements for use in all three panels, and one sample category that did not meet 
any of the three panels requirements; however, DNA integrity was highly variable and not all sample 
categories that met panel DNA requirements could be considered high quality DNA. Additionally, we 
used linear random-effects models to determine which covariates would have the greatest influence 
on DNA yield. We determined that all covariates (tissue type, storage method, preservative, DNA 
quality, time until DNA extraction and time after DNA extraction) could influence DNA yield.

Genetic studies have been used by wildlife managers and researchers to understand population structure and 
 diversity1, individual  fitness2, impacts of habitat  fragmentation3, and the potential spread of  disease4. Micro-
satellites have been the primary method for genetic studies, however, a transition is underway to using single 
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to identify individuals and make inferences at a population  level5,6. Compari-
son studies between SNPs and microsatellites indicated that SNPs provide considerably more information for 
population  analysis7,8 and that SNPs perform as well or outperform microsatellites in determining population 
structure, genetic diversity, and genetic  differentiation5,6,9. While microsatellites can be sufficient at determining 
population structure, even among closely related  populations10, they are not as efficient as SNPs in determin-
ing genetic diversity or  relatedness11–13. This is due to the ability of generating and filtering thousands of SNPs 
with relative  ease14 resulting in a larger quantity of loci sampled compared to  microsatellites6,9,15. Increasing the 
number of loci sampled per individual enables a precise measure of a population’s genetic structure and diversity, 
thus increasing the effectiveness of genetic studies and making SNPs a powerful tool for wildlife conservation 
and management.

Microsatellites require considerably less DNA than SNPs, requiring samples concentrated to 10–20 ng/μL 
of DNA to use 1 μL of DNA in a 10 μL polymerase chain reaction (PCR)16,17. A frequently used SNP sequenc-
ing method for wildlife genetic studies, double digest restricted site associated DNA sequencing (ddRADSeq) 
requires a minimum DNA concentration of 20 ng/μL at a volume of 5–6 μL18,19, and can produce ~ 18,907–35,099 
SNPs for a population-level  analysis20,21. A SNP sequencing panel specific to white-tailed deer (Odocoileus 
virginianus) offers two arrays, a high-density and a medium-density  array22. The high-density array can pro-
duce ~ 600,000 SNPs and requires a minimum DNA concentration of 10 ng/μL and a volume of 50μL per 
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 sample22. The medium-density array can produce ~ 60,000 SNPs, requiring a minimum DNA concentration of 
17.2 ng/μL and a volume of 25μL per  sample22. Use of different SNP sequencing methods is largely limited by 
the types of samples that are used and the yield of quality DNA that they produce.

Genetic laboratories are often tasked with explaining the best method for collecting samples for a study species 
even though detailed resources are not readily available on tissue type, collection method, storage, and preserva-
tive used to maintain adequate quantities of DNA, but  see17,23. The common approaches to collecting DNA are 
invasive and non-invasive sampling. The difference in these two approaches is invasive sampling involves taking 
a sample from the animal which can be either destructive or non-destructive to the animal and non-invasive 
sampling refers to collecting a sample without handling the animal. Samples collected using non-invasive tech-
niques (e.g., hair or feces) often result in low DNA  yields24–26. Invasive samples produce higher DNA yields and 
can be collected from subjects obtained by hunter harvest, vehicle mortalities or capture events. These samples 
can include blood, retropharyngeal lymph nodes, buccal swabs, muscle, organ, ear, and skin tissues that can be 
collected either destructively or non-destructively from a subject  animal17,21,27–31. Moreover, sample handling 
is a crucial component to studies and proper handling can reduce DNA degradation from UV light, heat, and 
improper  storage32–34.

Due to the DNA concentration and volume requirements for SNP sequencing and the factors that can contrib-
ute to DNA degradation, a thorough investigation into which samples are best suited for genetics studies using 
SNPs is warranted. Our study assessed the yield of quality DNA from various tissue samples that were collected 
invasively using destructive and non-destructive methods for white-tailed deer. We assume that samples collected 
from white-tailed deer and DNA yield from samples can serve as a proxy for other mammalian species. Our 
objectives were to assess the factors that could influence DNA yield and we hypothesized that components of 
sample collection (e.g., storage, preservative) would influence DNA yield across sample categories. This informa-
tion will be a valuable resource for wildlife researchers and managers looking to use SNPs to ask management 
and conservation questions about wildlife populations.

Materials and methods
Sample collection
We sampled tissue from white-tailed deer as part of studies from New York, Pennsylvania, and Minnesota, USA 
from 2014 to 2021 during disease surveillance, genetic analysis, and capture and marking  efforts17,31. All samples 
underwent microsatellite analysis and/or sanger sequencing and were obtained during chronic wasting disease 
(CWD) surveillance and management efforts by state wildlife agency personnel or approved by The Pennsylvania 
State University IACUC (PROTO201800026, #46,581) and all methods were carried out in accordance with rel-
evant guidelines and regulations. All samples provided through hunter harvest were obtained within 1–3 days of 
harvest, and thus carcass condition did not influence DNA yield prior to our collection of tissue described below.

We excised muscle from carcasses provided by hunters and stored muscle frozen at − 20 °C in whirl-paks (a 
sterile sampling bag, [Nasco Sampling LLC, Pleasant Prairie, WI, USA]) with no preservative for six months. We 
then subsampled approximately a 1 mm x 3 mm x 5 mm slice of neck muscle, taped it to a piece of card stock, and 
allowed it to air-dry at room temperature before shipping to the laboratory in coin envelopes. We collected ear 
tissue from harvested deer punched into AllFlex tubes (ET-All) with an applicator (Valley Vet Supply, Marysville 
KS, USA) stored in a patented preservative at room temperature for two months until DNA extraction. The pat-
ented preservative was a combination of ultrapure water, sodium chloride, tris hydrochloride, disodium EDTA 
and additional components with composition available by request (FertiPro N.V, Belgium). We also collected ear 
tissue from live deer during collaring efforts that were stored in 90% ethanol (ET-Eth) and frozen at − 20 °C for 
two years until DNA extraction (The Pennsylvania State University IACUC PROTO201800026). We collected 
retropharyngeal lymph nodes (RLNs) that were frozen immediately at − 20 °C with no preservative for ten months 
prior to DNA extraction. We also collected RLNs that were refrigerated with no preservative for three weeks prior 
to DNA extraction. We collected sections of tongue excised from carcasses of hunter harvested deer then stored 
in 90% ethanol at − 20 °C for five months until DNA extraction. We collected blood from captive white-tailed 
deer stored in Vacuette 6 ml K2E EDTA K2 tubes (K2-EDTA, [Greiner Bio-One, Monrow, NC, USA]) and frozen 
at − 20 °C for up to four weeks until DNA extraction (The Pennsylvania State University IACUC #46,581). We 
collected nasal mucosa using sterile cotton-tipped applicators from hunter harvest carcasses, placed in a sterile 
vacutainer tube with no preservative, and frozen for 1 year at − 20 °C before DNA extraction.

DNA extractions
All samples used in this analysis have been stored at − 20 °C since DNA extraction. All samples were extracted 
using QIAGEN Extraction Kits (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA, USA) and approximately four mm square of tissue 
(ear, muscle, tongue and lymph nodes) was excised to standardized DNA extractions. QIAGEN DNeasy tissue 
extraction protocol was followed with no modifications for frozen RLNs and one modification of eluting with 
150μL AE buffer in the final step for tongue, refrigerated RLNs and ET-Eth. The QIAGEN DNeasy blood extrac-
tion protocol was followed for blood samples using 200 mL of blood for extraction. The QIAGEN DNeasy tissue 
extraction protocol was followed for the nasal mucosa samples by taking approximately 20% of the cotton swab 
and digesting it in QIAGEN ATL buffer and proteinase K solution, followed by a centrifugation step, to spin 
down the cotton swab and transfer the supernatant to a new microcentrifuge tube before following the remaining 
steps with a final elution step of 150μL to assist in concentrating DNA. The QIAGEN QIAamp tissue extraction 
protocol was performed on a QIaCube HT (QIAGEN, Valencia, CA, USA) automated extractor for ET-All and 
dried muscle tissue samples. All samples were digested for a minimum of three hours and up to 24 h at 56 °C.
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Laboratory analysis
We used a Nanodrop Lite spectrophotometer (quality measure, [ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA]) 
and a Qubit 4 fluorometer (quantity measure, [ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA]) for measurements 
of extracted DNA quantity in ng/μL and quality using 260/280. We used a Qubit due to the increased accuracy of 
estimating the true yield of DNA in a sample due to the fluorescent dye in the assay that binds to double stranded 
DNA (dsDNA)35. The protocol for quantity measures followed the Biotium AccuGreen dsDNA Broad Range (BR) 
Assay protocol where 1μL of eluted DNA was added to 199μL of the dsDNA BR Assay (ThermoFisher Scientific, 
2015). DNA quality measures used 1μL of eluted DNA placed onto the Nanodrop pedestal.

We assessed DNA degradation by using a Genomic DNA ScreenTape on an Agilent TapeStation 4150 (2024 
Agilent Technologies, Inc) with 1–2 μL of DNA completed by the Penn State Huck Institutes of Life Sciences. 
Samples that were over 300 ng/μL were diluted to 250 ng/μL to be used with the Genomic DNA ScreenTape. 
The facility determined the fragment size of the DNA in base pairs (bp) and the DNA Integrity Number (DIN) 
of the samples. The Agilent TapeStation provides a closer look at the level of DNA degradation of our samples 
using DIN, where samples are scored on a scale of 1–10, with higher values indicating intact DNA and lower 
values indicating  degradation36.

Statistical analysis
We conducted all analyses of sample DNA yield using  R37 v4.2.0 in  RStudio38 v 2022.02.4 + 500.pro1; R code and 
data used in this analysis are available on the USGS  repository39,40. We calculated mean, median and standard 
deviation with psych41 using the describe() function. Additionally, we generated boxplots using ggplot242 where 
the quantity for each tissue sample is categorized by storage or preservative. We calculated the number of sam-
ples (n = 20) for each sample category that met the requirements for SNP panels (hereafter panel). The panel 
requirements were standardized to ng/μL and samples that met requirements for ddRADseq, high-density and 
medium-density panels were given a 1 and samples that did not meet the requirements were given a 0.

We fit linear mixed-effects models using the lme443 after selecting 5 covariates that have been considered to 
influence DNA yield from previous  research32–34 including: 1) tissue – blood, ear, RLN, muscle, nasal mucosa, and 
tongue; 2) preservative – Allflex, dried, ethanol, K2-EDTA, and none; 3) storage – frozen (− 20 °C), refrigerated, 
and room temperature; 4) pre-extraction – time (in days) in storage until DNA extraction; 5) post-extraction 
– time (in days) in storage after DNA extraction. The quality of DNA was treated as a random effect for all models 
and Akaike’s Information Criterion for small sample sizes (AICc) was used for model selection using the aictab() 
function from AICcmodavg44.

Results
There was a vast amount of variation in DNA yield among sample categories (Fig. 1) and seven categories met 
requirements for ddRADseq, high-density and medium-density panels (Table 1). Frozen RLNs had a median 
quantity of 495 ng/μL (Table 2, and SI Table 1) and had 20 samples that met requirements for all panels. Dried 
muscle had 19 samples that met requirements for all panels with a median quantity of 71.3 ng/μL. Tongue 
and nasal mucosa also met requirements for all panels, with a median quantity of 61.7 ng/μL and 20.2 ng/μL, 
respectively. Tongue had 20 samples that met ddRADseq requirements and high- and medium-density panels 
requirements. Nasal mucosa had 10 samples that met ddRADseq requirements, with 18 samples for high- and 
12 for medium-density panels. ET-All, ET-Eth and blood also met requirements for all panels and had a median 

Figure 1.  Boxplots of DNA quantity (ng/μL) for tissue sample category collected (dried muscle, ear stored in 
Allflex [ET-All] or ethanol [ET-Eth], frozen retropharyngeal lymph nodes [RLNs], refrigerated RLNs, tongue, 
blood, and nasal mucosa). Evaluated tissue categories were sorted by (A) storage method, (B) preservative (C) 
storage method without frozen RLNs and (D) preservative without frozen RLNs.
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quantity of 10.01 ng/μL, 6.51 ng/μL, 6.04 ng/μL, respectively. ET-All had two samples that met ddRADseq 
requirements; and 10 samples met requirements for the high-density panel and two samples for the medium-
density panel. ET-Eth had one sample that met requirements for ddRADseq, high-, and medium density panels. 
Blood had two samples that met requirements for ddRADseq, four samples that met requirements for the high-
density panel, and three samples for the medium-density panel. Refrigerated RLNs did not meet requirements 
for ddRADseq, high-density or medium-density panels and had a median quantity of 0.783 ng/μL.

Fragment analysis showed that a higher DNA yield did not always indicate a higher level of DNA integrity. 
Frozen RLNs had a median DIN of 6.4 and a median fragment size of 13,720 bp with a median quality of 1.91, 
while refrigerated lymph nodes had a median DIN of 6.3, a median fragment size of 14,030 bp and a median 
quality of 2.17 (Table 2, SI Table 2–4). The ET-All had the highest level of integrity with a median DIN of 8.8 
and a median fragment size of 49,233 bp with a quality of 1.71; however, nasal mucosa had the lowest level of 
integrity with a median DIN of 3.4, a median fragment size of 10,329 bp and a quality of 1.97. The ET-Eth, blood 
and dried muscle also had higher values of integrity with a median DIN of 7.1, 8.4, and 7.6; a median fragment 
size of 31,445 bp, 23,194 bp and 18,231 bp; and a median quality of 1.91, 1.77, and 1.96, respectively. Tongue had 
a DIN value of 6.4 a median fragment size of 17,562 bp, and a median quality of 2.08.

Four models were supported with AICc weights of 0.25 (Table 3). Tissue and storage were present in each of 
the four top models. Preservative was present in three of the four top models and pre- and post-extraction were 
present in two of the four top models.

Discussion
We identified considerable variation in the yield of quality DNA across samples that are typically collected during 
research projects for mammals. Although all samples were collected and underwent microsatellites analysis and/
or sanger  sequencing17,31, not all samples met panel requirements and/or had high integrity. All frozen RLNs met 
requirements for all three panels but all refrigerated RLNs failed to meet panel requirements, making the case 
for proper handling and storage in the case of RLNs. Additionally, both RLNs sample categories had fragment 
sizes < 20,000 bp indicating that these samples may not be highly intact  DNA45 which could be problematic 
in SNP sequencing. We recognize that restrictions may not allow for the collection of RLNs such as samples 
needed for CWD testing and thus not available for DNA. In these cases, dried muscle and tongue may be suitable 
destructive sampling alternatives. The majority of dried muscle and all tongue samples met DNA requirements 
for all three panels and had median fragment sizes close to 20,000 bp; however, there was considerable variation 
in DNA yield across samples. During DNA extractions we observed that samples from both categories that had 
higher DNA yields were predominantly muscle tissue and not adipose tissue or mucosa. If tongue or muscle 
samples are to be collected, samples should be comprised predominantly of muscle tissue.

Table 1.  Number of samples (n = 20) from each tissue sample category (dried muscle, ear stored in Allflex 
[ET-All] or ethanol [ET-Eth], frozen retropharyngeal lymph nodes [RLNs], refrigerated RLNs, tongue, blood, 
and nasal mucosa) that met DNA quantity requirements for double digest restricted site associated DNA 
sequencing (ddRADSeq), high-, and medium-density single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) panels.

SNP panel
DNA requirements 
(ng/μL) Dried muscle ET-All ET-Eth Frozen RLN Refrigerated RLN Tongue Blood Nasal mucosa

ddRADSeq 20 19 2 1 20 0 20 2 10

High-density 10 19 10 1 20 0 20 4 18

Medium-density 17.2 19 2 1 20 0 20 3 12

Table 2.  Median values of DNA quantity (ng/μL), DNA quality (260/280), DNA Integrity Number (DIN), and 
Fragment Size (bp) and pre-extraction time (in days), preservative and storage method for each tissue sample 
category collected (dried muscle, ear stored in Allflex [ET-All] or ethanol [ET-Eth], frozen retropharyngeal 
lymph nodes [RLNs], refrigerated RLNs, tongue, blood, and nasal mucosa) for evaluation of DNA 
requirements for use in double digest restricted site associated DNA sequencing, high-, and medium-density 
single nucleotide polymorphisms panels.

Pre-extraction Preservative method Storage method ng/μL 260/280 DIN bp

Muscle 180 Dried Room 71.3 1.96 7.6 18,231

ET-All 60 Allflex Room 10.01 1.71 8.8 49,233

ET-Eth 913 Ethanol Frozen 6.51 1.91 7.1 31,445

Frozen RLN 285 None Frozen 495 1.91 6.4 13,720

Refrigerated RLN 21 None Refrigerated 0.783 2.17 6.3 14,030

Tongue 150 Ethanol Frozen 61.7 2.08 6.4 17,562

Blood 395 K2-EDTA Frozen 6.04 1.77 8.4 23,194

Nasal Mucosa 365 None Frozen 20.2 1.97 3.4 10,329
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We understand that destructive sampling may not always be possible if destruction of the animal is not 
desired. If collection efforts are restricted from sampling destructively and muscle samples are desired, samples 
collected using biopsies may be a suitable  alternative46–48. Ear tissue offers an additional non-destructive alterna-
tive that is often collected during capture events, in which we assessed two categories: ET-All and ET-Eth. Each 
category had samples that met requirements for all three panels and had highly intact DNA with both categories 
having a median fragment size of > 30,000 bp. While ET-All had more samples that met requirements across all 
panels and a higher fragment size, we suspect the variability was due to samples having more muscle than hair 
or cartilage. We observed that samples with higher DNA yields for ET-All and ET-Eth were not just ear cartilage 
but had muscle tissue 1–2 mm thick. If ear tissue is collected, sampling from areas on the ear where tissue is the 
thickest appeared to yield the best results. If samples consist predominantly of cartilage, and results from that 
sample is still desired, DNA extraction from cartilage is  possible49. While ear tissue categories yielded few sam-
ples with DNA yield sufficient to meet ddRadseq requirements, all tongue samples met ddRadseq requirements. 
Ear tissue and tongue have successfully been used in ddRadseq panels; using tongue and ear tissue collected 
from vehicle collisions, targeted sampling, and voluntary statewide CWD testing program, Chafin et al. (2021) 
was able to successfully use ddRadseq for the discernment of the population structure of white-tailed deer in 
Arkansas,  USA21. It is unknown which samples from white-tailed deer yielded appropriate DNA for ddRadseq 
in Chafin et al. (2021) because the authors do not report on what method was used to collect what tissue and no 
evaluation of DNA yield per sample was reported as in our study.

Another non-destructive sample that is often collected during capture events is blood; which had a low 
number of samples that met panel requirements but a median fragment size of > 20,000 bp. With a low number 
of samples meeting panel requirements and challenges in collecting blood samples such as the ability to find a 
vein in a live animal under  sedation50, blood may not be ideal. An alternative sample that can be easily collected 
is nasal mucosa. Although nasal mucosa in our study was collected from white-tailed deer post-mortem17, these 
samples can be collected during capture  events50. At least half of the nasal mucosa samples met panel require-
ments but median fragment size was <20,000; if adjustments to the DNA extraction protocol were made, such as 
extracting more of the cotton swab or using a nonautomated ethanol-based  technique50 DNA yield may increase.

We recognize that panels can have a total DNA requirement and may not be limited by a concentration of ng/
μL, however, these requirements often involve a maximum volume; restricted by either PCR or tray size. With 
a fixed volume, the concentration of DNA influences which samples can be used for a panel and is the reason 
we standardized our analysis to ng/μL. Moreover, there are laboratory methods that can be used to increase the 
DNA concentration of a sample, and we used these methods for samples where DNA yield was a concern. We 
used methods such as eluting with a lower volume of elution buffer or double eluting to increase the concentra-
tion of DNA. There are other methods that can be used to increase the concentration of DNA, such as drying 
and resuspending extracted DNA or using a DNA concentration  kit51; however, each of these techniques are still 
limited by the potential DNA yield of a sample.

Assessing the level of degradation using DIN identified some categories of tissue types that produced low 
quantities of DNA, such as ET-All and blood, but had high levels of integrity and would likely do well undergo-
ing DNA concentration efforts. Samples with low DIN would likely not perform well regardless of concentration 
efforts due to high levels of fragmentation. It is worth considering what level of DNA degradation could impinge 
various genetic projects to help determine which sample types may be most suitable. A DIN number of seven 
for genome wide association  studies52 and for next generation library  preparation53 has been considered neces-
sary; however, a study successfully used samples with a DIN under three for next generation  sequencing36, and 
another used samples with a DIN of 1.3–6.2 for whole exome library  preparation54.

Our models indicated that all covariates likely influence DNA yield, supporting the case for proper handling 
and storage of samples. Tissue type, preservative used, storage method, and time until DNA extraction were 
controlled by agency collaborators and limited our ability to standardize collection protocols for samples evalu-
ated in our study; effectively reducing the inference that could have been made by the models. For example, there 
were two sampling protocols for RLNs and ear tissue, but other sample categories only had a single protocol. 
Additionally, the variation in covariates might not have been broad enough for all tissues to explain DNA yield. 

Table 3.  Table of linear mixed-effects models with number of parameters (K), Akaike’s Information Criterion 
adjusted for small sample size (AICc), change in IAC (ΔAICc), and AiCc weight (AICcWt). Quality was 
included as a random effect in all models (quality).

Model K AICc ΔAICc AICcWt

Tissue + preservative + storage + pre-extraction + post-extraction + (quality) 10 2022.34 0 0.25

Tissue + storage + pre-extraction + post-extraction + (quality) 10 2022.34 0 0.25

Tissue + preservative + storage + (quality) 10 2022.34 0 0.25

Tissue + storage + (quality) 10 2022.34 0 0.25

Tissue + preservative + pre-extraction + post-extraction + (quality) 10 2033.49 11.15 0.00

Tissue + pre-extraction + post-extraction + (quality) 10 2045.97 23.63 2E-06

Pre-extraction + post-extraction + preservative + storage + (quality) 10 2049.62 27.28 3E-07

Tissue + preservative + (quality) 9 2122.36 100.01 5E-23

Tissue + (quality) 8 2131.17 108.83 6E-25

(Quality) 3 2212.40 190.06 1E-42
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Future investigations into the influence of covariates on DNA yield may be helped if the methodology is stand-
ardized to one tissue type and that tissue’s potential DNA yield is known.

Conclusion
Wildlife researchers from across the United States often inquire about appropriate protocols for collecting sam-
ples in population genetic studies of white-tailed deer. Our investigation into the yield of quality DNA revealed 
several categories met requirements for use in all three panels, providing options for researchers during field 
operations. It is important to emphasize how crucial proper handling of samples is in minimizing DNA degrada-
tion. We provide detailed results on sample DNA yield and integrity that will inform researchers on sample type, 
storage, and preservative to maximize their samples likelihood of being used in a panel of their choosing. There 
was no single sample type, storage approach, or preservative that excelled above others, but future studies that 
can include additional controls during sample collection may yield more definitive results.

Data availability
Data is available at https:// www. scien cebase. gov/ catal og/ item/ 64c13 3f9d3 4e703 57a32 93d8 and R code used in 
analysis is available at https:// code. usgs. gov/ coope rativ erese archu nits/ evalu ation- of- dna- yield.
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